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PBC - Scientific goal 

• The main goal of the Study Group is to explore the 
opportunities offered by the CERN accelerator complex to 
address some of today’s outstanding questions in particle 
physics through experiments complementary to high-
energy colliders and other initiatives in the world. 

• These experiments would typically: 
– enrich and diversify the CERN scientific program, 
– exploit the unique opportunities offered by CERN’s accelerator 

complex and scientific infrastructure, 
– complement the laboratory’s collider programme (LHC, HL-LHC 

and possible future colliders). 
– Examples of physics objectives include searches for rare 

processes and very-weakly interacting particles, measurements 
of electric dipole moments, etc.



This study should provide input for the future of CERN’s scientific diversity programme, 
which today consists of several facilities and experiments at the Booster, PS and SPS,

over the period until ~2040.



What’s not in



Many thanks to Sergio Cittolin for the artwork 



Kickoff - general points

• Avoiding a top-down approach for the 
moment

• Four sessions
– Theorists’ motivations, ideas and wishes

– Accelerator and infrastructure opportunities

– Potential future of existing programs

– New experiment ideas

• New ideas: subject to call for contributions to 
be done at the workshop announcement.

Has to be emphasized that what follows is solely for discussion at this stage!



Theory: axions, ultra-light DM, DE…

Axiverse, low energy experiments for axion-like-particles, searches for ultralight
dark matter

Searches for ultralight Dark Matter, connections to hierarchy problem, atom 
interferometry, microwave cavity experiments etc

Light-shining through walls, helioscopes, axion-like particles, hidden photons etc.

Microwave cavity experiments, sub-GeV DM

Searches for axion dark matter, Light-shining through walls, helioscopes, axion-
like particles, hidden photons etc.

Axion searches

New macroscopic forces, chameleons etc…

Dark energy probes in the lab

Potential subjects

Joerg Jaeckel



Theory: EDM, symmetries, sub-GeV

stuff…

EDMs, Dark Photons and other GeV scale new particles, also lighter stuff; 

Sub-GeV accelerator searches for new bosons, precision spectroscopy of atoms etc

Sub-GeV searches for dark photons etc

Antimatter, Lorentz symmetry tests etc

Light neutral fermions, SHiP!, neutrinos etc

Rare processes mu to 3e mu to e\gamma etc

Light DM particles, searches in accelerator based experiments, LHC connection…]

Potential subjects

Joerg Jaeckel

The process of getting this down to a reasonable 
number of concise talks is ongoing!



Accelerator 1/4

• 1. Proton throughput in the Linac4 era 
– Foreseen throughput/energy given PSB/PS/SPS upgrades.

– Foreseen clients. Possible optimization of delivery rates.

– Key challenges, possible areas of improvements

• 2. Proton driver 
– GeV-energy range, MW-power range

– Options (cyclotrons, FFAG, RCS, linear) - recall SPL

– Physics potential, what could CERN do that isn’t being 
done elsewhere? Muons?



Accelerator 2/4

• 3. SPS Beam Dump Facility 
– Outline, beams, status

– Challenges (extraction, target, RP) and plans

• 4. FT options
– PS – recall sterile nu study

– SPS – see existing programs

– FT options with Beam Dump Facility

– Beam extraction from LHC 

– LHC internal gas target



Accelerator 3/4

• 5. Required R&D over the coming years
– Target 

– Magnets

– Slow extraction – loss control 

– RF (FT splitting, S/C R&D for driver?)

• 6. Muon decay ring
– EOI submitted to SPSC in 2013

– Outline options, possible staged time-line

– Sketch what this might look like at the SPS



Accelerator 4/4

• 7. EDM (from an accelerator perspective) 

– Lot of interest – proposals in new ideas session

– Polarized protons in 0.7 GeV electric storage ring?

• 8. Non-accelerator options

– CAST, OSQAR: upgrades, variations, LSW, 
interferometry, other ideas

– Possible contribution to IAXO



Potential future of existing programs 

• COMPASS,
– SIDIS, GPD, Chirial dynamics, dark matter, 

(un)polarized Drell-Yan, 3D hadron structure

– Coherent Primakoff scattering (ALPS-like)

• NA62
– rare decays++, ALPs searches

• NA61 
– heavy ions, QCD, critical point… 

• AD
– CPT, gravity, polarized anti-protons

• ISOLDE and nTOF
Claude Vallée



New Experiment ideas
Abstracts received so far include:

Axion and ALP International Axion Observatory IAXO

Photon-photon search for millicharged particles in photon 
collisions

SPS FT dark sector physics in missing energy events NA64

EDM 1 all-electric proton storage ring, or a combined 
electric-magnetic lattice 

JEDI at COSY

EDM 2 all-electric proton storage ring

Tau neutrino production study at CERN SPS: novel approach 
by the DsTau experiment

Gamma beams partially stripped ion beams HIGS

LHC fixed target crystal extraction, internal gas target AFTER@LHC

ISOLDE EDM,  stored ions, weak interactions





Medium Term Plan 2017 - 2021

• The proposed SHiP beam-dump experiment at the SPS 
has been recommended to produce a comprehensive 
design study over the next three years. 

• Within the more general context of the “Physics 
Beyond Colliders” study group, some funding is made 
available from the accelerator R&D budget line to 
complete technical feasibility studies of a beam dump 
facility in the CERN North Area as input to the next 
ESPP, with the intention that a decision on approval will 
be taken once the strategy update has been 
completed. 



SPS Beam Dump Facility



Technical feasibility studies 

• Extraction, beam-line and splitter

– See Matthew Fraser 

• Target and target complex

– See Marco Calviani

• Radiation protection and safety engineering

– (See Heinz Vincke)



SHiP addendum



Addendum numbers

• Target and target complex numbers updated (courtesy Marco Calviani)



Modified addendum out to 

2021

• New baseline project schedule (fig. 4.2 addendum) sees Integration Study in 2017-
2018, preconstruction starting in 2018. Resources not included in requirements for 
Conceptual Design Study.



CDS to 2018 – year by year

Total of 4.41 MCHF and 8.5 FTEs
(versus “3.8 MCHF and 9 FTEs required between 2016 and end of 2018” in the Addendum).  



Conclusions

• Physics Beyond Colliders study group to look at 
CERN’s non-collider options out to 2040
– Report to ESPP in 2019

• Kickoff meeting in September to put options on 
the table

• Will then have to down-select and launch studies 
of appropriate depth

• Some funding in this year’s MTP for the study of 
the technical feasibility of a beam dump facility at 
CERN, in the framework of the “Physics Beyond 
Colliders” Study Group.


